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Gone are the days of the common French manicure—, Los Angeles-centered stylist Madeline Poole
presents 25 nail artwork projects in a range of fabulous looks: leopard print, plaid, stripes, stained
glass, lace, glitter, and even more! For budding fashionistas and beauty specialists alike, this super-
fun reserve presents professional nail-art methods and all the important tools, plus simple
instructions, step-by-step photos, and fabulous pictures of the finished nails make it possible for
readers to reproduce the designs.today it's about nail artwork. In Nails, Nails, Nails! Packed with
inspiration, Nails, Fingernails, Fingernails! holds the secrets to dazzling fingernails that may make
heads turn.
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Easy designs, lots of variety, well structured I got the Kindle edition of this book. I was well happy
with this publication and the variety of nail art styles depicted. There are a few that I will not be
carrying out, but I appreciate the variety in artwork. What I really like is the framework of the
publication, and especially the web page where one can see all the designs on one page. I found
nobody who did them the way I liked therefore i started doing my own fingernails. I like there are not
just styles from freehand, but also other techniques such as masking and ombre impact too. I'm
offering this four superstars because for the price there ought to be more designs.99 is worth it for
25 designs. I knew just how many I was buying since it's listed on the front of the book, but without
knowing everything you are getting, it's hard to judge if the Kindle price of $7. Lately added this
publication to my nail arsenal of tips. maybe similar to 50. So fundamentally I believe it's a little over
priced. Really helpful This book is an excellent step-by-step guide to nail art. The photos make it
much easier to understand the concepts and the details make recreating the styles a breeze. I took
one star off because some of the more difficult design require patience that I'm not sure I can
muster! Well illustrated and very clear concise instructions. I am new to nail art and all the designs in
this publication are easy and well explained. There are pictures of every design, and illustrations in
between the instructions to greatly help us understand exactly how to complete each nail artwork. In
the very beginning of the book it also goes into to what tools etc. Gave this as something special to
a pal who loves to do her fingernails and she absolutely Treasured it. Great present for anyone who
loves painting their fingernails! Don't waste your money on this publication. are required in general for
people to begin their foray into creating their nail artwork. Has so many great nail designs for all
levels of nail painters!All in all, it was well worth getting this publication, and I cannot wait to try out
the techniques shown. Great projects After watching the same nail artist do my nails for over a
decade, I moved. I don't have to bookmark or go searching through the book - I just visit the one
web page where all of them are displayed and can get to the appropriate design quickly from there
(Kindle versions possess links to the pages). Now that I've had a chance to go through it, I do think
there must be more styles for that price; I've no official schooling and am no artist, but I am in a
position to replicate the ones I like! This is a Christmas Gift This was a Christmas gift I bought to
provide to my daughter-in-law. When wrapping it I appeared through the book. Nails of course! We
bought this for a pal who does a lot of nail art. Has great suggestions and interesting photos. This
would make a good gift for the nail artist in your life! cute little gift book I'm using this to give to my
teen age group grand daughters and "foofy friends"-you know the ones who always have their
nails and locks done, with well-planned, well accessorized clothes. It has some lovely ideas in it,
though I haven't personally ahd period to try them out. If you ask me it wasn't well worth the money.
One Star never got it Three Stars to basic for me but best for the ones staring Was not impressed
with the examples given either. No, I wouldn't recommend or purchase this purchase again. Boring
Poor color choices. Didn't like the designs. Great book for nail painters! I downloaded it from the
library.. My teen daughter L??VED this creative detailed nail art publication .. My teen daughter
L??VED this creative detailed nail art book. I also added several nail polish is really as well as the art
deco after that brushed nail artwork nail polishes Some of the nail art creations is that you add your
nail polish and then you may then add watered down I would buy this once again as a gift for just
about any of her friends. Five Stars good little book Five Stars Seeing that described, fast ship! It
had been how big is about 6x6 inches square book.
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